
True Equity or Vengeful Double Standard?  

A group of nine med-students go out on a tropical expedition in search of a rare plant. As the  

informal group finds and collects the rare plant, they are unaware that an eager member of  

their group has diverged on her own to inspect an owl. The crew proceeds to leave while Ms.  

Eager frightens the owl away from her nest of babies. There she finds a rare uncut diamond  

and takes it for herself.  

Later, in a court ruling against Ms. Eager, a judge declares-that all members of the crew have  

equal right to the value of the diamond since they were all participants of an activity through  

which a member was able to discover the diamond, regardless of any individual's role,  

intention, aid, or expectation.  

QUESTION:  

Do you agree or disagree that the judge made a 

just,  

fair, and reasonable ruling? Why?  

After thinking through your answer - which most likely was in disagreement with the judge -  

let us change the scenario:  

Instead of a group ofmed-students on an informal expedition, we have a group of nine  

teenage males lurking the streets for a quick money-grab, and proceed to rob a pedestrian.  

As the group flees with some cash, an eager member lingers behind and, unbeknownst to the  

others, is confronted by the victim. During the ensuing scuffle, Mr. Eager stabs the victim,  

killing him.  

Later, 7 of the young men were apprehended, Charged, convicted and sentenced to 25 years  

to life for murder. The court affirmed their convictions and sentences declaring that, since all  

of the defendants were involved in an illegal activity through which a member of the group  

perpetrated the additional crime of homicide, they were all equally liable - regardless whether  

any individual had not aided, intended, witnessed, or sanctioned the fatal act that resulted in  

the victim's death  

QUESTION:  

Do you agree or disagree that the judge made a just,  

 fair, and reasonable ruling? Why?  .  

Although the first scenario was hypothetical, the second was real and occurs with unnoticed  

frequency within American courts.  

Nevertheless, the point to be noted here is simply this: Just as we deem it unjust to  

indiscriminately give equal credit to everyone within a group for a deed accomplished by only  

one member among them, we should deem it also unjust to indiscriminately give blame to all  

within a group for an act perpetrated by one member on his own. This reflects the important  

principle of equity, and equity is an integral part of justice. However, if our justice system  

does not afford the accused the right of innocence till proven guilty, then we cannot truly say  

that our justice is free from double standards.  


